J O B S I T E
Useful Jobsite Information for VT Supa Collection Doors

What You’ll
Find In This
Brochure:
• Delivery Details
• Supa Door Identification
• Supa Door Inspection
• Storage & Handling
• Field-Finished Supa Doors
• Factory-Finished Supa Doors
• Installation & Maintenance Guidelines
• Door Tolerances
• How to Read Supa Door Labels

Please take a few
minutes to read
through all information
to ensure customer
satisfaction.

For over 60 years, VT Industries, Inc. has provided high-quality, architectural grade, interior wood
doors for commercial and residential applications. This brochure serves as a guide for the important
information you’ll need for your Supa Collection doors upon delivery to the jobsite. Please take
a few minutes to read through all of the information enclosed to ensure customer satisfaction.
Contact your local distributor with any questions or concerns regarding your Supa doors.

VT Supa Field Guide
Supa Collection Doors

Delivery:

Supa doors should not be delivered to a jobsite or installed until all concrete floors, foundations and plaster/drywall are completely dry, windows
are properly installed, and the structure is properly acclimated with a
working HVAC system. Supa doors will arrive at the site with two coats of
factory primer or factory finished. Primer is not considered a sealer and
doors should be sealed (ie: painted on all six sides) if they are stored for
any length of time. This prevents additional moisture penetration.

Supa Door Identification:

Supa doors are identified by a permanently affixed label on the top rail
of each door. Should you have a question regarding one of your doors,
please refer to the door information on the top rail before calling your
local distributor. See back page for example ID label. DO NOT REMOVE
ID LABELS FROM DOORS.
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ness, or direct light.
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Doors must be stored in a ventilated area in an enclosed building
with an operational HVAC System (Recommended conditions are 3050% relative humidity and 50-90° F).
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Doors must always be handled with clean hands or while wearing
clean gloves.
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Doors must be lifted and carried, not dragged across one another
or any other surface.

Field Finished Supa Doors:

Two coats of water-based acrylic primer are applied to the doors
prior to shipping to the jobsite. The field finisher is completely
responsible for finished appearance of Supa Collection doors. The

Door Inspection:
1 Inspect all doors for freight

Supa Collection warranty does not apply to appearance of field-

damage immediately upon receipt.
Note identification numbers of any damaged doors on delivery
ticket before signing. Failure to do so may result in refusal of claim.
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All doors should be inspected for manufacturing flaws prior to field
finishing and/or installation.
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Any claims must be made prior to hanging doors. Upon receipt of
any claims, VT will acknowledge in writing to assure prompt evaluation and handling.

Storage & Handling:
1 Doors must always be stored flat and in clean or dry surroundings.

finished doors. The following recommendations are provided to
assist the field finisher.

1

Prior to finishing, ensure that the doors have acclimated for a minimum of
72 hours so that they can equalize to the jobsite’s humidity level.

2

Place doors in a horizontal position. Prior to finishing, remove all handling marks or undesirable blemishes by completely block or power
sanding all surfaces with 100-150 fine-grit sandpaper. If any undesirable
reactions or problems arise, stop finishing and notify your local distributor immediately.
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Supa primed doors will take a wide range of top coats including water
and oil based paints. However, due to the inclusion of STRONG components on some solvent top coats, ie: acetone, MEK (methyl ethyl
ketone), xylene, toluene, and butyl acetate, it is the responsibility of
the field finisher to test the door surface for adhesion prior to the finish
application.

4

Nail holes may exist due to the trim or glazing being applied. It is the
sole responsibility of the field finisher to ensure all nail holes are completely filled prior to applying finish paint coats.
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To achieve the desired results of color uniformity, finish build, gloss, and
to reduce the frequency of refinishing, obtain and follow finish manufacturer’s recommendations. Top and bottom rails must be sealed on all
Supa Collection doors before hanging.
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Be sure the door surface being finished is satisfactory in both smoothness and color after each coat before you apply the next coat.
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NEVER REMOVE FIRE LABEL FROM THE HINGE
STILE OF A DOOR.

Protect from dirt, water, and abuse.
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Pre-hung units should be stored vertically, and slab units should
be stored flat on equally spaced 2 x 4’s. It is crucial to use a center
support to prevent sagging in the middle (see image below)

Correct Stacking of
Pre-Hung Units

Correct Stacking
for Slab Units

2

Doors shall not be exposed to excessive moisture, heat, dry-

Incorrect Stacking of
Pre-Hung Units

Incorrect Stacking
for Slab Units

Factory Finished Supa Doors:
1
2
3
4

Factory finished Supa doors should be handled like fine furniture.
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Always have two people handle prefinished doors being sure to pick
up and set down gently.

6
7

If stacking flat, always keep protective material between the doors.

Handle doors with clean hands or glove protected hands.
Factory finished doors are smooth, so grip carefully, as they may slip
in your hands.
Doors will arrive on the jobsite palletized with protective material
between each door.

Doors should never be picked up utilizing a hardware pocket as a
“handle.” Doing so may result in damage to the door that is not
covered by the Supa Collection warranty.

Installation &
Maintenance Guidelines
Supa Collection Doors

Installation:
All Supa doors have wood edges, however pre-drilling is an essential part
of installing the door.

1

2
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Preferred screw type – Preferably single thread parallel core screws.
1 -3/8” thick doors – recommend #8 x 1-1/4” screws
1-3/4” thick doors – recommend #10 or # 12 x 1-1/4” screws
2-1/4” thick doors – recommend #10 or #12 x 1-1/4” screws
Pre-drilling – It is imperative that you pre-drill pilot holes and do
NOT over tighten screws.
It is important to pre drill for the following hardware applications:
Top Preps for:
• Roller Latches
• Ball Catches
• Concealed Closers
• Concealed Stops
• Pocket or Barn Doors (if no wood edge is installed)
Edge Preps:
• Strike Screws
• Edge Pull Screws
• Hinge Screws
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The pilot hole should be 90-95% of the screw core diameter.

5
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6’8” doors require 3 hinges. 8’ doors require 4 hinges.
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Use a minimum of one hinge for each 30” of door height on all solid
core doors. When using three or more hinges, they are to be equally
spaced.

Drill pilot hole approximately 1/8” deeper than the length of the
screw being used.

The utility or structural strength of the doors must not be impaired in
fitting to the opening, in applying hardware or in preparing for lites,
louvers or plant-ons or other detailing.

Clearances are maximum 1/8” at top, at hinge and at lock stiles. Refer to NFPA 80, latest edition, for bottom clearances. All hardware
locations, preparations for hardware, and methods of hardware attachment must be appropriate for the specific door construction.
Templates for specific hardware preparation are available from hardware manufacturers.

Maintenance:
1

For normal cleaning and maintenance, wipe doors with a clean,
damp cloth using a mild detergent. Furniture polishes are not recommended due to waxy build up over time. Likewise, abrasive
cleaners or utensils should not be used.
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Ensure that doors continue to swing freely, do not bind in the frame
and that all hardware remains functional.

3

Using wedges to hold open doors may result in damage to the door
face. More importantly, wedging fire doors open is a life safety
issue and a code violation. Damage caused by the use of wedges is
not covered under the Supa Collection warranty. Additionally, VT
Industries is not responsible for the illegal use of wedges or other
items to hold open fire doors.

Door Tolerances:
1

Warp – Any distortion in the door itself; not measured in relation to
the frame in which it is hung. Warp is measured by placing a straight
edge or a taut string on the concave face and determining the maximum distance from straight edge or string to door face. For more
information regarding door tolerances, refer to the Supa Collection
Limited Five Year Warranty.

3

Reading Supa Labels
Supa Collection Doors

1

3

2
5
11

4

TAG 703 - RC1
28393 - 5AHJ
100, 23.75 x 83 x 1 3/4
FSC ® Mix C002211
7

8

1 - Customer Name

VT INDUSTRIES SAMPLE
Fire: Non Rated CAT NONE

9

6
5 - Supa Door Type

12

BCDTR4
KOMO-02840
10
9 - Door Thickness in Inches

* 2 - Work Order Number

6 - Fire-rating

10 - Production List Number

* 3 - Door Number

7 - Door Width in Inches

11 - FSC Credentials

* 4 - Bar Code Serial Number

8 - Door Height in Inches

12 - Indicates Category A/ Category B

* When contacting the local distributor, refer to either items 2 (work order number) and 3 (door number) together; or item 4 (bar code serial number).
VT DOOR IDENTIFICATION LABELS ARE TYPICALLY LOCATED ON THE TOP RAIL OF EACH DOOR AND SHOULD NOT BE REMOVED.
THESE LABELS PROVIDE ALL INFORMATION ON HOW DOORS WERE CONSTRUCTED. WARRANTY IS VOID ON ANY DOORS THAT HAVE
IDENTIFICATION LABELS REMOVED.
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17504

